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Abltract. Tbis paper analy.es tbe celllo8B probability control called PUMOUt discipline

in ATM networls, and evaluates tbe cellloBB probability for an individual class. A transmissioll linl witb finite output buJfers is modeled as a single server queue, and its arrival
process is assumed to be a Marlov modulated Poisson process, wlllc1a C&D model bursty
c1aaraderistics. Numerical examples MOW tbe eJfediveness of tbe PUMout discipline.
1. Introduction

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been established as a key element of B-ISDN [8], and international efforts are being made towards standardizing
ATM. In ATM networks, all the information including
voice, data and video is sent in short fixed length blocks
called cells. ATM achieves the flexibility to support any
transmission rate by transmitting the necessary number of blocks [17, 6, 5].
Although ATM is a very promising technique, some
design and performance problems remain to be solved
[11]. Cell loss probability control is one of the problems under discussion. Cells may be lost in ATM nodes
along the route of the cells because of the finite capacity of buffers in these nodes, and cell loss probabilities
and their standards differ among services, for example,
voice, video and data communication. Thus, cell loss
probability control is necessary to attain high utilization of resources, while satisfing their standards.
A cell loss probability control called push out has
been proposed by [22]: there are two classes of cells
in the system. Class 1 cells are lQss-sensitive, that is,
the celll08s probability must be very small, and class 2
cells are loss-insensitive, that is, a fairly large amount
of cell losl is tolerable. Cells ·waiting for transmission
are stored in a queue of finite me, and served First-In
First-Out. Class 2 cells arriving when there is no empty
buffer, are discarded. However, class 1 cells arriving
which find no empty buffer, push a class 2 cell out of
the buffer and can enter if there are class 2 cells in the
buffers. The pushed-out class 2 cell is lost. Following
[7], this paper assumes that the last cell of class 2 is
elected to be pushed out. Cells arriving when there are
empty buffers, can enter the system.
This paper evaluates the performance of pushout
discipline in ATM networks. There are several related
studies dealing with the perl'ormance of pushout discipline: In (10), pushout discipline in multi-server loss
systems without waiting buffers is evaluated. It is as-

sumed that the arrival process is Poisson and that customers have exponential service times with the same
mean. In his study, the customer being served is pushed
out, while in this paper the cell being served is not
pushed out. In [4], the M/M/1 queue with pushout
FIFO /LIFO is studied to evaluate overload control.
There is single customer class, and loss probability is
unchangeable with or without the pushout discipline.
Thus, delay distributions are focused on there. Cell
loss probability, which is a main performance measure
of the pushout discipline, is evaluated in [7, 20, 12].
In [20], voice traffic is assumed to be class 2, i.e. lossinsensitive, and video baffic is assumed to be class 1,
i.e. loss-sensitive. The following section of this paper
refer to the bound of deterioration, which is derived
there. In [7], cell loss probabilities of class 1 and 2
are evaluated under the assumption that class i cells
arrive in a Poisson process, i = 1,2. This paper extends his result to a versatile arrival process to model
the bursty nature of voice and video traffic. Kroner
[12] also evaluates cell loss probability under the assumption of Poisson arrival. In [12], pushout discipline
is compared with partial buffer sharing and separate
buffers.
2. Model and notation
Cell segmentation delay and propagation delay over
transmission links are fixed and are independent of traffic. Cell loss and misdelivery due to a header field error during transmission are also independent of traffic.
Cell loss and delay in a switch are negligible. Accordingly, the key fadors causing deterioration in ATM network performance are cell loss and delay in the output
queue to a transmission link (output link) in an ATM
node. Buffers are dimensioned to satisfy the maximum
admissible delay under FIFO [18, 20, 21). Therefore,
tltis paper concentrates on the analysis of cell 10s8 at
an output link and its waiting buffers.
A transmission link with buffers of finite size is
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modeled as a single server finite capacity queue. Let
K be the buffer size. The holding time of the server,
that is the cell transmission time, is constant h.
Class 1 and 2 cells are assumed to arrive in a
Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) [9] respectively. An MMPP is .a class of N-processes [14,
15], and includes versatile point processes such as the
interrupted Poisson process [15]. In particular, it can
successfully model cell arrival processes of data, voice,
and video (see the references in [19] and [11]), and has
the property that their superposed process is also an
MMPP. MMPPs of class 1 and 2 cell arrival processes
are defined here.
Consider a continuous-time Markov process with
state space {I, ... , L.}, i = 1,2. When the sta~e in
the state space, called phase, is at k, class i cells arrive in a Poisson process with rate ~.(k). Let A. ~
diag(~.(I), ... , ~.(L.». The transition in the state space
is governed by the infinitesimal generator Q•.
The superposed arrival process of class 1 and 2
cells is another MMPP provided by A and Q, where
A = Al ® I + I ® A2 ,Q = QI ® I + I ® Q2. Here,
I denotes an identity matrix, and ® denotes the Kronecker product [1]. The state space of the phase of the
superposed process is {I, ... , L u }, where Lu = L I L 2 •
For the remainder of this paper, we also define

R(z) ~ (z - I)A + Q,

(2.1)

A

RI(Z) = (z - I)(AI ® I) + (QI ® I),
P(z, t) ~ ezp(R(z)t) ~

(2.2)

Similarly,
d

dt T,,(t) = {(QI - Ad ® I}T,.(t) + (AI ® I)T"_I(t)

= T,,(t){(QI Here, S_l(t) = T -let) =

In this section, a supplementary variable z is introduced, which denotes the elapsed service time of a cell
at an arbitrary instant. An MMPP /G/l/ K + 1 queue
is analyzed through a supplementary variable method,
to derive the joint probability of N, the number of cells
in the system, and z, the elapsed service time. Here N
contains a cell being served. Let H(z) be the servicetime distribution function. The arrival process is the
MMPP provided by A and Q.
First, consider the joint probability of the number
of cells in the system and the phase of the superposed
arrival process just after a departure epoch. Then, using that distribution, we consider the joint probability
of the number of cells, the phase and the elapsed service
time at an arbitrary time. Define as the vector whose
j-th entry denotes the joint probability that N = i and
J = j just after an arbitrary departure epoch. From
the theory of imbedded Markov chain,
satisfies the
following equation.

r.

r.

00

L S,,(t)z",

(2.3)

00

PI(z, t) ~ ezp(RI(Z)t) ~ LT,,(t)z".

(2.4)

(r., ... ,rK)

"=0
Here, S,,(t) is the matrix whose (m, n) entry denotes
the probability that k cells arrive during [0, t) and that
J, the phase of the superposed arrival process is n at
t under the assumption that J is m at o. T,,(t) is
the matrix whose (m,n) entry denotes the probability
that k class 1 cells arrive during [0, t) and that J I , the
phase of the class 1 cell arrival process is n at t under
the assumption that J I is m at 0 [14, 15]. For the
remainder of this paper, the differential equations on
S" and T" are derived here. Note that
d

= P(z, t)R(z) = R(z)P(z, t).

(2.5)

Thus,

d
dt E,,(t) = (Q - A)E,,(t) + AE,,_I(t)

= S,,(t)(Q -

o.

3. Analysis of an MMPP /G/l/ K + 1 queue
with a supplementary variable method

"=0

dt P(z, t)

Ad ® I} + T"-I(t)(A I ® I).
(2.7)

A) + S"_I(t)A.

(2.6)

Ao

BI
Al

B2
A2

.~.

Ao

0

c·

= (ro, ... ,rK)

~:=KB'l
E~=KA"

Al

BK-I
AK-I
AK - 2

E~~-:-IA,.

0

Ao

E~=IA,.
(3.1)

Here,

An effective way to compute Eq.(3.1) is given, for example, in [3]. Define ~(z)dz as follows: (~(z»jdz,
tile j-th entry of 'lI( z )dz, is the joint probability that
the number of cells in the system, N, is ij the phase
of the arrival process, J, is ii and the cell being served
has a service age in the interval z, z + dz at an arbitary moment in equilibrium. Differential recurrence
relationships for these variables are obtained by the
usual proced ue of considering possible changes.
We are now in the position to state the relationship between q.(z) and rj. Define I'(z)dz ~ 1~~(2)t

qo(z) ~ 0 for all z, and 1 is the vector in which all
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entries are 1. q;{z) can be expressed via rj as follows.
CJo = aro{A - Q)-1

q1(0) =
q;(0) =
'lK+t(0) =
q;{z) =

(3.3)
a{r1 + ro{A - Q)-1 A} = ar1 + QoA(3.4)
ari
(i = 2, ... K)
(3.5)
0
(3.6)
i-1
(1- H{z))
q;_,,{O)S,,{z)
"=0
(i=l, ... Ie)
(3.7)

L

K+1

'lK+t{z) = (I - H{z))

L q;{O)ezp{Qz)

Set Fi{Z) = (Fi1{z), •.. ,FiL u {Z)), which follows
dFi{Z) = ,8Qi{z)(I ® A,)dz
i-1
= ,8{1 - H{z))
qi-_,,{O)S,,{z){I ® A,)dz.
"=0

L

(4.5)
Here, q; is obtained through rj in Section 3, and ,8 is
the normalizing constant. When evaluating,8, a recursive formula is available to obtain fo~ ezp{ Qz )dz.
Moreover,

Pr{S = 1,1 = le at t,IN = i,z
1= i at t. - 0)

i=1

~

X < z +dz,

K-i

(3.8)
i=1
K

a- 1 = {ro(A - Q)-1{I + Ah) + h

L rill (3.9)
i=1

When the number of phase states is 1, that is the arrival
process is Poissonian, the above solutions are identical
to [16].
In the rest of this paper, the results of this section
are employed with the assumption that the service time
of a server is constant h.

4. Loss probability of loss-insensitive cells
Consider a tagged class 2 customer. Assume that it
arrives at t., and let ti be the time at which it reaches
the i-th position in the queue (position 0 is the server).
If it gets served, its service starts at t,. Let N1 denote
the number of class 1 cells in the system behind the
tagged class 2 cell. Consider the process of the tagged
cell's position and N1 [4]. Let
(~(j)) ",I = Pr{S = 1, I = I at t,IN1 =

i, I

= le at ti),

(4.1)
where S = 1 denotes the event that a tagged class 2 cell
will get served eventually. Then, we have the following
recursions for ~(i):

Po{i) = I,

(4.2)

K-j-i

L

T,,{h)~_1(j + le).
(4.3)
"=0
Tltis is because the event that the taggeg cell in position i can get served, occurs when the event that the
tagged cell is not pushed out during its stay in position
i and the event that the tagged cell in position i - I
can get served occur.
Let X be the random variable which denotes the

Pi(j)

=

elapsed service time, and
F,j(z)~Pr(N=i,X~z,J=i, att.-O).

(4.4)

=(L T,{h -

Z)Pi-1{l))j,,,.

(4.6)

1=0
Thus, the probability that the tagged class 2 cell gets
service is

Pr{S

= 1) = ,8CJo{1 ® A2 )l
K

+,8

K-i

i-1

L L L q;_"(0)X,,,I Pi-1{')l.

(4.7)

i=1 1=0 "=0
Here,

(4.8)
and it can be evaluated through the recurrsions obtained by using Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7). Therefore, the
loss probability for class 2 cells, PL" is given by PL" =
1- Pr{S = I}.

5. Loss probability of loss-sensitive cells
We note the fact that the total lost load is independent
of discipline, that is, with or without pushout [22], and
we employ it to evaluate the class 1 celll08s probability.
Let ~1' ~2' and ~ be the average arrival rates of class
1, class 2 and total traffic. For i = 1', 2, we have ~i =
1riAil, 'friQi = 0, 'frdl = 1, and ~ = ~1 + ~2. -Let PL
be the total cell loss probability, which is identical to
that without pushout discipline and can be given by
PL = 1 - (I - CJol)/{~h).

(5.1)

Thus, PL,1 is derived from

(6.1)
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o.

CelllolS probability of subclasses in class 2

The loss-sensitive and lou-insentive classes may each
contain more than one subclass, since many kinds of
services are supported in ATM networks. For example, data and video cells may be loss-sensitive. When
embedded coding [2] is employed, the voice cell of the
most-significant-bit is also loss-sensitive. For such cases,
the cell loss probability of each subclass must be evaluated. In this section, it's probability is derived from
the results in the previous sections. First, we derive
the cell loss probability of a subclass in class 2.
Consider a tagged cell which belongs to that subclass, and let j,(i) be the arrival rate of that subclass
at J = j. Set A, = diag(j,(1), ... , j,(L». By a similar method to that in Section 4, the cell loss probability
of that subclass PL" is

K K-i i-I

PL"

=1 -

13, {cto A, + L

i=1

L L qi_"(O).i,,,r~-I(l)}l.
r=o "=0

Here, '1 is the normalizing constant.· S,,( z )dz can be
obtained reeursively, from Eq.
S,,(z)dz, which follows

f:

(2.6).

Define Y" ~

Y" = (-Y,,_IA + S,,(h) - S,,(O»(Q - A)-I.

(7.3)

Consider a tagged class 2 cell. Let Pi(j; le) be the
matrix whose (m,n) entry denotes the probability that
the tagged cell is lost when the tagged cell is in the i-leth position in the queue and ' J = n then, given that
the tagged cell has j cl&88 1 cells behind and J = m at
ti.

Pi(J; 0)

= Io

h

TK-I-J+I(t)dt

(7.4)

K-i-J
Pi(j; le) =

L

Tr(h)A-I(J + I; le - 1)

(7.5)

r=o
From Eq. (2.7), we can obtain recursions for
which enables us to evaluate it.
Thus,

fo" Ti(t)dt,

(6.1)
PL"
Here,

"

13, is the normalizing constant, and

- 6.1" -

X",r=

0

S,,(z)A,Tr(h-z)dz.

=1 dFK+I(z)dz +
o
(6.2)

7. Cell 1081 probability of subclasses in class 1
To evaluate the cell loss probability of a subclass in
class 1, the conservation law of lost load, Eq. (5.2),
must be extended. We note that cell loss occurs at the
arrival instance of a cell, and. that the number of cells
lost when the phase is j is independent of discipline,
that is, with or without pushout.
We define P L as a probability vector whose j-th
entry denotes the joint probability that an arriving cell
is lost under without pushout discipline and that at
that time J = j. P L,I is a probability vector whose jth entry denotes the joint probability that an arriving
cl&88 1 cell is lost under pushout discipline and J = j
then. Similary, P L,' is a probability vector whose the
j-th entry denotes the joint probability that a cl&88 2
cell is lost under pushout discipline and J = j then.
They follows

PLA = PL,I(A I ® I) + PL,,(I ® A,).
Here, P L is provided as follows.
PL

(7.1)

= 111& 'lK+t(z)dzA

'Y{tt f.
K

=

'1;(0)

K

-

I-I

{1

1"
0

K
LdFi(z)
i=1

,,__

1-'

K-i
TK-i+I(t)dt +

L Tr(h - z) L Pi-I(l;Ie)}

o
r=o
i-I
=f3
~_,,(O)y,,(I ® A,) + (3

L

"=0

"=0

K

i-I

L L q;_,,(0)
i-I "=0

K-ii-'

{X",K-i+1

+L

L X",r Pi_I(I;1c)}.

(7.6)

r=o J=O

Here,

Xi,J

"
("-1

~ _=0 },=o

Si(z)(i ® A,)TJ(t)dtdz

= {Xi,; - Yi(I ® A,)T;(O)
- Xi,i-I(A I ® I)}{(QI - Ad ® I} -1.(7.7)
Therefore, from Eq. (7.1), we obtain PL,I' Consequently, PL,I, the cell loss probabability of a subclass in class 1 is given by PL,I = PL,IAIl. Here,
Al = diag(ll(1), ... , ll(L», and ll(j) is the arrival
rate of that au bclass at J = j.
8. Bound and approxbnation

h

ezp(Qz)dz

~~~_,,(O)

1
h

S,,(z)dz}A (7.2)

When the number of phases and/or the bufFer size are
very large, the calculations in Sections 4 and 5 require a
large amount of CPU time. For such cases, bounds and
approximations are effective. In [20], approximated
loss probabilities under pushout discipline is derived.
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They give the upper bound of the loss probability of
class 2 cells and the lower bound of that of class 1 cells.
This paper also proposes approximation. Under
pushout discipI.me, we need not consider class 2 cells
when the buffer allocation for class 1 is considered.
However, the server is used by class 2 cells and the
server utilisation for class 2 cells is about >'2h. Thus,
an approximation of the class 1 cell loss probability is
the loss probability of a single server queue with K
buffers, where the server is dedicated to class 1 cells
and its holding time is h/(l- >'2h). Using this approximation and Eq. (5.2), an approximation of the class 2
cell loss probability is derived.
We can estimate the performance of the pushout
discipline by the approximations mentioned above. These
approximations are evaluated only by the evaluation
of the loss probability of an MMPP /D /1/ K + 1 queue
without pushout discipline.
9. Numerical examples
Figures 1 to 3 are exact and ,approximated loss probabilities, when
Q

1

= (-0.1
1.0

0.1)
-1.0 '

Q2 = 0, and the total offered load is 0.8. (Case 1:
>'1(1)/>'1(2) = 1.0, Case 2: >'1(1)/>'1(2) = 0.2, Case 3:
>'1(1)1>'1(2) = 5.0.)
Figure 1 shows the effectiveness of the pushout discipline. ,The y-axis denotes PL,1/ PL ,2, the ratio of the
class 1 cell loss probability to the class 2 cell loss probability. Without pushout, the class 1 cell loss probability
is worse than that of class 2. However, under pushout
discipline, the class 1 cell loss probability is better than
that of class 2, for all cases. In addition, the cell loss
probability ratio is sensitive to the class 1 offered load.
Among the three cases, Case 2 has the lowest effectiveness. This is because the class 1 cell in Case 2 is
very bursty, for example, ).1{1) = 0.22 and ).1(2) = 1.1,
when class 1 offered load is 0.3. However, for Case 3,
although it is bursty but it is not so strongly bursty as
in Case 2; therefore pushout is sufficiently effective.
Figure 2 shows the accuracy of the approximation described in Section 8. 'The numerical example
shows that the proposed approximation method gives
the lower bound of class 2 cell loss probability and
the upper bound of class 1 cell loss probability. Thus,
the exact cell loss probability of an individual class is
bounded above and below by the approximation method
in [20] and the proposed one. In particular, the upper
bound of class 1 is sufficiently accurate for practical
use.
Figure 3 also illustrates the effectiveness of pushout
discipline, when the offered load of class 2 is variable.
The Case 3 arrival process is assumed, and class 1 offered load is fixed and is 0.2. As an example, con-

sider the case where the cell loss probability standard
o£loss-sensitive class (class 1) is 10- 1 and that o£lossinsensitive class (class 2) is 10- 8 • Under pushout discipline, class 2 offered load = 0.5 with class 1 offered
load = 0.2 is acceptable. Without pushout discipline,
tile acceptable class 2 offered load falls to less than 0.2.
Thus, by introducing pushout discipline, link utilisation is improved by about 75%.
10. Concwsion

This paper analyzed the cell loss probability control
called pushout in ATM networks, and evaluated the cell
loss probabilities of loss-sensitive and loss-insensitiveclasses. An ATM transmission link and its waiting
buffers is modeled as a single server queue with finite buffers. The arrival process is assumed to be a
Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP), which
successfully models voice, video and its supperposed
arrival processes. An MMPP /G/1/ K + 1 queue was
analyzed with the method of the supplementary variable denoting an elapsed service time. When losssensitive and loss-insensitive classes are composed of
several sub-classes, cell loss probabilities of sub-classes
were also derived. A bound and approximation were
discussed and numerical examples showed the effectiveness of pushout.
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